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ABSTRACT
This paper evaluates a set of enhancement stages for finger vein
enhancement that not only has low computational complexity but also
high distinguishing power. This proposed set of enhancement stages is
centered around fuzzy histogram equalization. Two sets of evaluation
are carried out: one with the proposed approach and one with another
unique approach that was formulated by rearranging and cropping
down the preprocessing steps of the original proposed approach. To
extract features, a combination of Hierarchical Centroid and Histogram
of Gradients was used. Both enhancement stages were evaluated with
K Nearest Neighbor and Deep Neural Networks using 6 fold stratified
cross validation. Results showed improvement as compared to three
latest benchmarks in this field that used 6-fold validation.
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1. Introduction
In the field of smart recognition, identification of individual’s unique attributes is now a global security
concern
. A number of algorithms have been developed in the past few years but improvements can still
be incorporated for more efficient biometric recognition algorithms. Biometric recognition refers to
automation in recognizing an individual’s unique identity on the basis of his anatomic/behavioral
characteristics. Anatomic features include fingerprint, palm print, hand veins, finger veins, palm veins, foot
vein, iris, gait and DNA recognition. Based on these features, a number of biometric techniques has been
already presented [3]. Following are the two categories of biometric recognition approaches:
(i)
(ii)

Features that are extrinsic i.e. palm print, iris, fingerprint and face
Features that are intrinsic i.e. palm vein, hand vein, and finger vein [4].

Extrinsic features are more clear and exposed as compared to intrinsic features and also have more
unfavorable aspects. For example, during the extraction of iris features, the surface of retina may be affected
by transmitting high intensity light [5]. Similarly, distortion can occur in face identification due to various
factors such as brightness, variance, and pose [6].
In 2002, [7] introduced finger vein recognition technique [8]. The typical framework of the biometric finger
vein recognition (FVR) system is presented in (see figure 1).
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Figure 1.Typical framework for finger vein recognition [9]
Finger vein comes under the category of intrinsic features, and is therefore hard to replicate and alter. In a
trans-illumination manner, near-infrared (NIR) light (700-900 nm) is used to capture finger veins [10]. For
personal verification, systems based on veins generally use diverse anatomic features like finger vein, hand
vein, foot vein or palm vein. The most recommended is finger vein because it has the smallest imaging tool
and has larger number of veins as compared to palm and hand [6]. Additionally, even for the identical twins,
vein pattern for every finger is unique and exists only for humans as long as they are alive [11]. More
importantly, during lifetime, a finger vein pattern does not alter [5].
Finger vein recognition is viewed as one of the most challenging tasks because of low image contrast, unevenillumination and variations in temperature. Finger vein identification systems are also secure against spoof
attacks [5] [10] [12] [13]. Therefore, FVR still need more fast and efficient methods.
2. Database
To evaluate our algorithm, we chose SDUMLA-HMT database(see figure 2). It is a fact [14] [15] that
SDUMLA-HMT database is the most tough finger vein database for pre-processing. Following are the reasons
for this:
1. Image quality is poor [16].
2. Overall image size is larger than the finger area [16].
3. Images vary in rotation, translation and shift [17].
4. An uncontrolled image capturing method was deployed [14]

Figure 2. SDUMLA-HMT database- sample data
In compilation of images, a number of people who take part is one hundred and six (106). The format of
images of vein is .bmp. Of each person, images of both two hands were taken. Data of three fingers were
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collected i.e. index, middle and ring fingers for each hand [18] and for each finger, 6 samples were obtained.
For this purpose(see table 1), Joint Lab for Intelligent Computing and Intelligent Systems of Wuhan
University made a device that was used.
Table 1. SDUMLA database at a glance
Parameter
Information
106
Total persons
2
Hands per person
3
Fingers per hand
6
Images per finger
320 × 240
Image resolution
Total size of database 0.85 Gb

3. Methodology
This section details the methodology followed for preprocessing of finger vein images prior to recognition
stage.
3.1 Preprocessing and enhancement of images
Following are the steps followed:
3.1.1 Detection of finger
Infrared radiation is thrown on finger to capture the images. Deoxygenated hemoglobin flows in the veins, due
to this infrared radiations are absorbed by the veins and so that portion is more darker than the tissue that is in
the surrounding [19].
In the first step, the region of finger is detected and crop that region from the image. To do this localization,
the filter that is used is mask filter (see figure 3) which follows the procedure as [20]. After the normalization
of finger region, extraction of texture was done. As the finger region has lighter color than the rest of the
image, on this basis a mask was created. By using a mask filter, localization of finger region was done
following the method of [20].

Figure 3. Masks for localizing the finer regions of the captured images. (a) Mask for detecting the upper
region of the finger. (b) Mask for detecting the lower region of the finger.
Boundary of the finger is detected by computation of the masking value in y dimension for each value along
the x dimension. This masking value has a point of maximization which is actually the boundary of the finger
in y direction [21].The database image is then cropped by keeping the portion of only those rows which are
fully white on the correspoinding mask(see figure 4).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.(a)Database image,(b)Mask obtained ,(c)Cropped finger.
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3.1.2 Gamma correction
Using Gamma correction, brightness of the cropped finger is enhanced [22] [23]. Manipulating the pixels nonlinearly, enhances the dynamic range of pixel intensities. It is obtained by minimizing the homogeneity of cooccurrence matrix [24] [25]. It raises the quality of image effectively by steering the average brightness of an
image in the direction desired.
In proposed algorithm, it was observed that if gamma parameter is kept to be 2, it gives most optimum results
(see figure 5):

(a)
(b)
Figure 5.(a) Before Gamma correction , (b) After Gamma correction
3.1.3 Vein sharpening
To expose the vascular structure more clearly, to improve the quality of image, algorithm used is known
as unsharp masking algorithm. The first step of the process is to make a blur and an unsharp type of
image. To find out the edges, the unsharp image is subtracted from the original image. To get more
sharper image, there is a particular increase in contrast along with the edges that are detected [26] [27].
As the intensity of pixels vary in range, this is done to get better contrast results between ranges [28]. It
shows the hidden visual details that a human eye can never see [29]. The quality of the image is improved
and shows the details that were hidden by the image sharpening process.
A Gaussian filter is used to create the unsharp mask. This filter is used particularly for finger vein gamma
enhanced image. To get this filter, convolution operation of the image with kernel mask has to be done.
The parameter is the standard deviation of Gaussian low pass filter which is used during sharpening of the
image and so increase the image quality around the edges. During experiments, the value of this parameter
is set to 4. If a value is larger, it effects the larger area and vice versa. During experimentation, sharpening
strength is also set to 4.

(b)
(a )
Figure 6.(a) Before Sharpening,(b) After Sharpening
3.1.3.1 Double Histogram Equalization
To tune the intensity distribution which those pixel values contain, the step is to perform histogram
equalization. Combining the power of fuzzy histogram equalization with cumulative histogram
equalization, and so prefer double histogram equalization. Histogram equalization is used to evenly spread
pixel intensity histogram to raise the range of pixels which is dynamic and so raises the contrast.
Cumulative histogram equalization was done before Fuzzy histogram equalization.
a) Cumulative histogram equalization
Following are the steps to perform for Cumulative histogram equalization of an image [30]:
1. Image histogram is obtained first.
2. Histogram of cumulative distribution function is obtained.
3. For each gray value of original image, a new corresponding value is found by histogram equalization
formula.
If:
total number of pixels= N
total number of possible intensity levels= L
then [31],
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In above equation:
'k' is an original intensity integer value such that k lies between 0 and L-1.
Sk is the value of intensity that is mapped.
1. Now from the original image, its each grey value is replaced by its respective new value that is
computed from the above. Vein sharpening gives image and its corresponding histogram (see figure
7)

(b)

(a)

Figure 7.(a) Image before Histogram equalization , (b)Image histogram
The image as shown in figure 8(a) shows the results after cumulative histogram equalization. In comparison to
figure 8(b) it is flat.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.(a)Image After Cumulative Histogram equalization ,(b) Image Histogram
A figure 8(b) shows the distribution of histogram is more even than the 7(b) but there is a congestion of pixel
intensities at the edges of the graph that are horizontal. To counter this effect, fuzzy histogram equalization
was performed next.
b) Fuzzy histogram equalization
Dynamic fuzzy histogram equalization does not affect the brightness [32] and it treats the histogram image in
a way that mapping of peaks does not occur again. The values of histogram are distributed again in a uniform
way between valley like areas of two consecutive peaks(see figure 9). Following are the steps [32]:
1. Computation of a histogram
2. Partitioning of a histogram
3. Dynamic Histogram Equalization of Partitions using fuzzy statistics
4. Normalization of image brightness if needed
A fuzzy histogram is a sequence of real numbers
h(i), i
{0, 1, …., L-1} where h(i) is the frequency of occurrence of gray levels that are “around i ”. Each
gray value I(x, y) is considered a fuzzy number I~(x,y). Fuzzy histogram is then computed as:
h(i)  h(i) +
, k
Here
is the triangular fuzzy membership function given by:
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(a)
(b)
Figure 9.(a)After Fuzzy Histogram equalization , (b)Image Histogram
3.1.4 Median filtering
Median filtering is a non-linear process. To remove the impulsive and salt-and-pepper noise, median filtering
is done on the image. For each pixel, a window is used to select neighboring pixels. For the pixels within this
window, the median intensity value is computed and that median value is assigned to the pixel on which the
operation was being performed. For each pixel of the image, this process is repeated [33]. It smoothly
removes noise and preserves the edge-information. Strength of median filter depends upon window size [34].
For the experiments of this research, we used window size of 3x3(see figure 10).

Figure 10. median filtering using 3x3 window size [18]
It soothes out the irregularities within texture as shown in the image (see figure 11):

(a)

(b)

Figure 11.(a) Before median filtering ,(b) After median filtering
3.1.4 Gamma correction (power law) again
To improve contrast and visibility, power law is again applied. Power law transform is represented by the
equation [35]:
Here C and are positive constants where can be a value less or greater than 1 but a positive value.
When value of C=1, if value of γ < 1 then the input image is changed into a new image. The intensities of
pixels in this new image has a wide range in such a way that the image is much clear and bright and if the
value of γ > 1 then image is changed when it maps to intensities of pixels that have less range and so the
image becomes dark [36].
In our experiments, we kept C=1 and =0.3. In this technique, power law curves has fractional values of
. These values are mapped to the median- filtered finger vein image (which had a darker range) to a
transformed image (which had a broader range of pixels).
Final image corresponding to the last images(see figure 12).
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(b)

(a)

Figure 12 (a) Before Power law transform , (b)After Power law
Up till here we have discussed a method to bring out the unique shape of each finger vein pattern. We will call
it Proposed method 1. We also carried out experimentation with changed orders of these enhancement steps
and computed results. It was found that a rearrangement of these steps yielded slightly blurred images, but
there was a distinct pattern in those images for each class and such images were giving marginally improved
results as compared to Proposed method 1. We will call it Proposed method 2. A comparison of both these
approaches is given in table 1, for person 103 (middle finger of left hand):
Table 1.Acomparison of two approaches
Proposed method 1 with Cumulative histogram and
Fuzzy histogram equalization
(CHFHE)
Finger detection

Proposed method 2 with Fuzzy histogram
equalization
(FHE)
Finger detection

Gamma correction

Fuzzy histogram equalization

Vein sharpening

Gamma correction

Cumulative histogram equalization

Median filtering

Fuzzy histogram equalization

Weiner filtering

Median filtering

Gamma correction

Power law

4. Feature extraction
4.1 HOG Feature extraction
In tough visual situation, Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) feature extraction is extensively used due to
its ability to do well in those situations [37].
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It extracts the information about target edge distribution and is a useful tool for shape identification [38] [39]
[40] [41]. Shift and rotations of object do not affect this low-level feature descriptor [42] [43].
Its algorithm works as follows:
i.
Image is separated into small sections which are called “cells”.
ii.
Manifestations of edge alignments in neighboring local section [44] are calculated for each cell (for
‘signed gradients’, histogram channels are spread evenly over 0- 360 and for ‘unsigned’ over 0- 180).
iii.
For scaling histogram counts, lighting effect is fixed. To do so, add energy measure for each local
histogram over the larger connected sections.
iv.
Feature vector, in the end, is accumulated by seeing all orientation counts in the calculated dominant
direction of gradients.
The above stated steps therefore normalize the block- cells whose joint histograms establish the HOG feature
vector of the complete image.
Scaling and rotation do not affect the algorithm because only the key points are used for scale-space extrema
detection [44].
Following image(see figure 13) shows the gradient directions for a sample image patch:

Figure 13. Sample HOG descriptors. Each cell of the patch shows the orientation of the gradients.
Thus, HOG descriptor primarily comprises of features about histograms of slopes of object edges of an image.
HOG feature descriptor can be defined by the equation [45]:

Where:
K = the total number of overlapping blocks in an image
Fi is the normalized block vector of i-th block:

Where:
C= total number of cells in a block
B= total number of bins in a cell
Bins create a cell and cells make up a block.
For a sample image of size 32 x 32, this procedure can be demonstrated (see figure 14) [45]:

Figure 14. (a) Sample image (b) Visualization of gradients. Each block (red outline) contains four cells (white
outline) (c) Process of generating HOG feature vector [45]
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4.2 Hierarchical Centroid Shape Descriptor (HCSD)
HCSD [46] [47] is fixed in kd-tree procedure decomposition [48]. It is a feature descriptor mainly for shapes.
Centroid coordinates extracted from a binary image create this feature descriptor. It works by iteratively
disintegrating an image into sub blocks of pixels by means of the kd-tree algorithm.
It comprises of data regarding centroid coordinates of local sections [49]. If d denotes the depth of the features
extraction procedure, then the length of this descriptor is specified by 2 × (2d − 2).
Assume I is the M × N binary image. Its foreground is denoted by Ifg and background by Ibg. HCSD is then
created with the following stages [48]:
i.
For input I, find its transpose: IT ,
ii.
Find centroid C(xc, yc) at the root level for every individual input:

Where:
m10= first order moment along the x-axis
m01= the first order moment along the y-axis
m00= area of Ifg
Raw moment (also recognized as moment of order (p+ q) ) for a 2D continuous function f(x, y) is specified by:

The raw moments mpq of a digital image with pixel intensities I(i, j) are specified by:

iii.

iv.

v.

According to their centers of gravity (x = xc, y = yc) are Iteratively decomposed the image into two
sub images until desired depth of breakdown is achieved. At each next stage, it is needed to change
the axis of coordinates secured.
As next step, attained vector is needed to scale over a range of -0.5 to 0.5. Here, 0 is for the root-level
centroid. Negative range represents tree decomposition of left sides and positive range represents right
side.
Lastly, extracted features of the images I and IT are combined.

Figure 15. K-tree decomposition structure [48].

5. Classification
5.1 K nearest neighbors
K- nearest neighbor classifier, also called KNN [50] is a primitive but immensely favored classification
method. The label of K closest samples is assigned to a test feature vector [51] [52].
It is a non- parametric passive algorithm [53]:
 It is termed “non- parametric” as it does not cause any inherent assumptions about the placement of
data into classes.
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 It is termed “passive” because it does not utilize training data for generalization. It forecasts test data
based on all the training data.
5.2 Deep Neural Networks
The process of learning data representations with many levels of abstraction through a set of computational
models based on numerous processing layers is called “Deep Learning”(see figure 16) [54] [55]

Figure 16.Deep Neural Network
6. Results
The computational time for each stage of the two proposed enhancement methods is presented in table 2 and 3
Table 2. Average computational time per step for
method 1
Preprocessing Stages
of Proposed method 1
Finger detection
Gamma correction
Image sharpening
Cumulative Histogram
Equalization
Fuzzy
Histogram
Equalization
Median filtering
Power Law transform
Total time

Table 3 . Average computational time per step for
method 2

Average time taken
(seconds)
0.0072
0.0011
0.0036
0.0028

Preprocessing Stages
of Proposed method 2
Finger detection
Fuzzy
histogram
equalization
Gamma correction
Median filtering
Weiner filtering
Gamma correction
Total time

0.0031
0.0066
0.0014
0.0258

Average time taken
(seconds)
0.0072
0.0031
0.0011
0.0066
0.0081
0.0011
0.0272

An extensive evaluation of the algorithm was performed. Every possible combination of finger type and hand
type was tested for each feature extraction method and also for each classifier. It was found that the middle
finger is the most discriminative of all for the considered dataset of 106 persons.
For the experimental results mentioned below, each finger of each hand is considered a separate category,
even if it is of the same person(see figure 17).
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Figure 17.GUI for finger recognition and verification
Results of recognition and verification for middle finger of right hand, left hand and both hands are
summarized in the tables below. For KNN, results are given with HOG, HC and with combined feature vector
of HOG and HC. For DNN, dimensions of combined HOG and HC were first reduced (to be equal to 75)
using Generalized Discriminant Analysis (GDA) [56] before giving them for classification. Reason for this is
that data samples per class were limited and DNN is known to work best on extensive data whose feature
length is not more than the total available samples(see tables 4,5,6,7,8,9).
Table 4. Results of KNN with right hand, middle
finger
Method
Proposed
approach using
FHE with HOG
Proposed
approach using
FHE with HC
Proposed
approach using
FHE
with
HOG+HC
Proposed
approach using
CHFHE
with
HOG
Proposed
approach using
CHFHE
with
HC
Proposed
approach using
CHFHE
with
HOG+HC

Table 5. Results of DNN with right hand, middle
finger

Accuracy
(%)
99.0566

EER (%)

Method

0.0089

99.0566

0.0089

99.0566

0.0089

98.1132

0.0178

Proposed
approach using
FHE
with
dimension
reduced HOG +
HC
Proposed
approach using
CHFHE
with
dimension
reduced HOG +
HC

98.1132

0.0178

98.1132

0.0178
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89.6226

EER (%)

82.0755

0.09256

0.93895
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Table 6. Results of KNN with left hand, middle Table 7. Results of DNN with left hand, middle
finger
finger
Method
Proposed
approach using
FHE with HOG
Proposed
approach using
FHE with HC
Proposed
approach using
FHE
with
HOG+HC
Proposed
approach using
CHFHE
with
HOG
Proposed
approach using
CHFHE
with
HC
Proposed
approach using
CHFHE
with
HOG+HC

Accuracy
(%)
97.1698

EER (%)

Method

0.0267

93.3962

0.0623

97.1698

0.0267

96.2264

0.0356

Proposed
approach using
FHE
with
dimension
reduced HOG +
HC
Proposed
approach using
CHFHE
with
dimension
reduced HOG +
HC

94.3396

0.0534

96.2264

0.0356

Table 8. Results of KNN with both right and left
hand, middle finger
Method
Proposed
approach using
FHE with HOG
Proposed
approach using
FHE with HC
Proposed
approach using
FHE
with
HOG+HC
Proposed
approach using
CHFHE
with
HOG
Proposed
approach using
CHFHE
with
HC
Proposed
approach using
CHFHE
with
HOG+HC

Accuracy
(%)
91.5094

EER (%)

89.6226

0.0969

0.93005

Table 9. Results of DNN with both right and left
hand, middle finger

Accuracy
(%)
97.1698

EER (%)

Method

0.014833

95.7547

0.019283

97.1698

0.014833

96.6981

0.0178

Proposed
approach using
FHE
with
dimension
reduced HOG +
HC
Proposed
approach using
CHFHE
with
dimension
reduced HOG +
HC

95.7547

0.023733

96.6981

0.0178
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From the above results, it can be concluded that KNN outperforms DNN by quite a wide margin. Reason for
this can be attributed to the fact that DNN is much more suited for problems that have more extensive data.
We also performed analysis of the proposed method using all fingers of both hands (636 category
classification) present in the database for comparison with some state of the art recent benchmarks in this
field.
Table 10. Results with all fingers of both hands with stratified 6 fold cross validation
Reference

Method

[57]

Tri-Branch Vein
Structure
Analysis
Anatomy
Structure
Analysis
Deformation
information

[16]

[14]

Proposed
approach using
CHFHE
with
HOG+HC+KNN
Proposed
approach using
FHE
with
HOG+HC+KNN

Accuracy
(%)
-

-

EER
(%)
3.46

1.39

94

0.0268

95.8857

0.0123

97.6415

0.0037

7. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we introduce two novel methods of finger vein enhancement for recognition and verification
purposes. An extensive evaluation of results is done with KNN and also with DNN. KNN proved to be much
more accurate in its predictions on test data. Using stratified 6- fold analysis on all fingers of all hands in the
SDUMLA database, a maximum accuracy of 97.6415% was achieved with an EER of 0.0037. based on the
analysis of the 106 persons present in the dataset, it was found that the most discriminative finger is the
middle finger of right hand which gives above 99% accuracy.
For future work, the parameters of DNN can be optimized using some optimization methods [58]
Furthermore, in this research we fed to DNN, feature vectors after reducing their dimensions to 75 using
GDA. In future, analysis can be done by varying the length of this reduced dimensionality and also by
experimenting with other dimension reduction techniques like Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [59].
Furthermore, Convolutional Neural Networks [60] can also be used to check performance using transfer
learning techniques.
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